
Thank you for supporting SSDA and our dance dress code. Our dress code was created to promote the 
proper attitude and respect for all dance disciplines. 


Please note that the Dress Code at SSDA will be strictly enforced to ensure instill professionalism in  all of 
our dancers.


No street clothes or outside footwear  permitted for Ballet, Jazz and Tap. If you are not dressed 
properly with shoes and attire, you will be asked to observe class after one warning. Your cooperation is 
greatly appreciated and allows our staff to give their undivided attention to the needs of all our students. 

Please review our dress policy with our staff before purchasing new attire and shoes.


ALL TECHNIQUE CLASSES WILL HAVE A REQUIRED COLORED LEOTARD FOR THEIR LEVEL AND 
MUST BE PURCHASED FROM FRONT DESK FOR MATCHING DRESS CODE.


TINY TOTS CLASSES LILAC LEOTARD (Purchase required from front desks)                                                  


PRE-DANCE CLASSES PINK LEOTARD (Purchase required from front desks)


LEVEL 1 CLASSES  LIGHT BLUE LEOTARD (Purchase required from front desks)

                      


LEVEL 2 CLASSES  BURGUNDY LEOTARD (Purchase required  from front desks)                                 


LEVEL 3  CLASSES  NAVY LEOTARD (Purchase required  from front desks)

                      


LEVEL 4 CLASSES  RED LEOTARD (Purchase required from front desks)     


HIP HOP CLASSES SSDA T-shirt( purchase required from front desk) & BLACK LEGGINGS OR SHORTS

Dancers can wear any type of sneaker or athletic shoes.


—PLEASE NOTE THAT BLACK Sneakers will need to be purchased  from front desk for matching shoes 
for recital.            


                   

ACRO/TUMBLING CLASSES BLACK BIKETARD (Purchase required  from front desks)- 


NO SHOES NEEDED for aero classes.


REQUIRED SHOES:

*Ballet classes need Pink ballet shoes (purchase required from front desk) must have matching shoes for 
recital.


*Jazz classes need Tan Jazz shoes (purchase required from front desk) must have matching shoes for 
recital.

*Tap classes need Tan tap shoes (purchase required from front desk) must have matching shoes for recital.

*Hip Hop classes need Black sneakers (purchase required from front desk) must have matching shoes for 
recital


Come in and get your feet fitted for any shoes you might need! 



